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The results mapping of the parameter P P ~ ,  which describes 
at some approximation surface microporosity or microroughness 
of the regolith, are given (see figure). Distribution of the pa- 

rameter& 
P& was studied for NW part of the nearside of the Moon 

by addi ion of negative and positive taken as the result of 
treatment of several independent pairs of photographs obtained 
under different polaroid orientation. 

Polarization properties of the Moon and other atmosphere- 
less celestial bodies are still of the least significance among 
the another methods of remote sensing. This is due to correla- 
tion between the albedoj;, and the maximum linear olarization 
coefficient Im (the Umov effect). According to (1,iY logti 
+ k logPm = C, where k and C are regression parameters. corre- 
lation between f and Pa is very close that was the basis of do- 
ubts in the progress of study of Pm(3-6). The situation has been 
changed since the publication of (7) where approximate but rela- 
tively simpl'e method of investigaticn of the northogonaltl compo- 
nent in the J-Pm correlation (I) wa proposed by obtaining of 
images of the parameterspPm and {Pi. These parmeters have a 
physical meaning. It is easy to s ow that P P m  =Pe? whereye 
coincides approximately with the albedo value for slngle scatte- 
ring. Assuming that the reflection of light by microfaces of so- 
il particles (micrograins) is approximately ~f the Frensel cha- 
racter it is possible to represent =f ( p )G%(~%)~, where f(Y ) 
is phase angle function, S is tota surface rea of microfaces 
of-a given-part of surface producing a mirror reflection to- 
wards the observer from some part of the surface, So is area of 
the surface, G is a factor acconting for t h ~  deviation of the 
Frensel reflection indicatrix from J-function due to microrou- 
ghness elements comparable with visible light wavelength (G=I if 
the faces have mirror surface and OlGcI if the faces have micro- 
rough surface), n is the real part of the refraction index. The 
factor GI , wjlich is approximately equal (as (8) implies) to 
the rod?ct ,PI?$, represents the surface porosity and is correla- 
ted 7 see (7)) with brightness phase gradient at small phase ang- 
les. It is worthwhile to note that fe value is determined by a 
layer 0,5ym thick (visible light wave1ength)while the pvalue 
is deterrnlned by a layer as thick as several tens of urn. There- 

& d fore study of andye values represents two indepen ent eppro- 
aches of remo e sensing of planetary bodies. Parameter/3Pm must 
show a sensitive response to the surface microrou~ness(micro- 
cratering, submicrometre dust) and patches of reduced to elemen- 
tary state Fe,Ti,Si and probably other elements in the surface 
layers of the regolith particles. k Analysis of image of the parameterpPm (see figure) shows: 

I) Rayed craters, including the Arlstarchus crater, have 
increased values off P& (light patches on figure) 

2) The most part of the region under study (northern part 
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of the Oceanus Procellarum and laced westernly highland area) 
have intermediate values of p Pi 

3) Three areas within the region under study have lowered 
P& values (dark patches on figure): Runker Peak area (I), 

area com rising Aristarchus plato and Harbinger Mts (the Wood 
spot) (2 7 , Marius Hills areal3). 

Increased values of f P& for rayed craters is probably due 
to unmature character of local regolith. Electron microscopic 
images (9) shows that surface of the newly formed particles is 
more smooth on average comparing with surface of particles un- 
dergoned microcratering. Besides it is well known that unmature 
regolith have a coarser grain sizethan mature one. 

Closeness ofp P& for highlands and mare plains is very in- 
teresting because a sequence highlands - mare is the sequence 
of increasing of the regolith maturity. Therefore maturation 
process, exluding its early stage (stage of ray existance), do- 
es not lead to changing of(& parameter. It means that increa- 
sing of microroughness of he regolith particles in the process 
of maturation is probably balanced by some effects of opposite 
sign such as increased percentage of glass particles having 
smooth surface and growth of patches of reduced Fe and another 
dements on the particle surfaces. 

Lowered values of ,>I& for the areas of Rumker Peak, Aris- 
tarchus Plato and ~arbinger Mts, and Marius Hills are rather 
strange. The common characteristics of these three areas is vol- 
canism which occured on relative topographic heights and there- 
fore the magma should be of increased elevation ability. This 
demands increased volatile contents in the magma and raises a 
probability of its fountaining and formation of the mantles li- 
ke to well-known deposits of orange-and-black glass spherules 
at the Apollo I7 landing site. The surface layers of these sphe- 
rules are enriched in sulfur and its compounds (10) that is in 
accordance with the conception on formation of these deposits 
as the result of magma fountaining. It is interesting to note 
that R.Wood in his attempts to simulate the process of darke- 
ning of lunar surface had discovered that W albedo of basalt 
was lowered intensily under the treatment of the samples by sul- 
fur vapours (11). 

If so, the especiality of the Aristarchus-Harbinger area 
in the parameter y 2 is evidently due to very low albedo of 
this area in blue andUV parts of the spectrum and in this case 
the Umov effect does not take place (12). This is in accordance 
to our (Yu.G.Sh.) preliminary data on some excess of polariza- 
tion of this area in yellow part of the spectrum. 

However such explanation is not applicable to the areas of 
Rumker Peak and Marius Hills which have not dif erences in co- 
lor from the surroundings. Lowered values ofP f rn are probably 
due to the increased regolith microroughness the reasons of 
which are still unclear. 

Although the consideration listed above h not led us to 
doubtless conclusion the study of parameter p seems to re- 
present an interesting method of remote sensing of atmosphere- 
less bodies. 
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Figure captions: Telescopic images of the region under 
study: (I) - albedop distribution; (2) and (3) - distribution 
of parameter ( ,+ eff = 0.43~nm, ke0.8, = 850 and 1IO0 
respectively). 
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